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ABSTRACT
Key-value stores (KVSs) have found wide application in modern
software systems. For persistence, their data resides in slow secondary storage, which requires KVSs to employ various techniques
to increase their read and write performance from and to the underlying medium. Emerging persistent memory (PMem) technologies
offer data persistence at close-to-DRAM speed, making them a
promising alternative to classical disk-based storage. However, simply drop-in replacing existing storage with PMem does not yield
good results, as block-based access behaves differently in PMem
than on disk and ignores PMem’s byte addressability, layout, and
unique performance characteristics. In this paper, we propose three
PMem-specific access patterns and implement them in a hybrid
PMem-DRAM KVS called Viper. We employ a DRAM-based hash
index and a PMem-aware storage layout to utilize the randomwrite speed of DRAM and efficient sequential-write performance
PMem. Our evaluation shows that Viper significantly outperforms
existing KVSs for core KVS operations while providing full data
persistence. Moreover, Viper outperforms existing PMem-only,
hybrid, and disk-based KVSs by 4–18x for write workloads, while
matching or surpassing their get performance.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Persistent key-value stores (KVSs) have become a widely used alternative type of data store next to classical relational database
management systems (RDBMSs). Different to RDBMSs, KVSs store
schema-less data (value) retrievable through a given key. KVS workloads also differ from classical RDBMS workloads in that they are
write-heavy and nearly exclusively operate on single records [24].
These workload characteristics allow for a variety of KVS applications, ranging from storage engines in SQL systems [10], over
state-storage for stream processing engines [4, 56], to caches for
web applications [45]. On a large scale, these use-cases all require
high performance and strong persistence guarantees.
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To ensure data persistence, current KVSs write their data to
devices with a block-based interface, i.e., SSDs or HDDs. However,
the emergence of persistent memory (a.k.a., PMem, NVRAM, or
NVM) promises byte-addressable data persistence with close-toDRAM speed [14, 20, 50, 54]. Thus, leveraging PMem for KVSs
and removing disk access has a large potential to improve KVS
performance. It also supports the storage of arbitrary data structures
without the need for record de-/serialization, which is required in
traditional string-based KVSs.
To improve the performance of write-heavy workloads, most
traditional persistent KVSs such as RocksDB [11] or LevelDB [13]
optimize their inserts to avoid expensive write amplification on
block-based devices. They employ log-structured trees [41] to collect records in-memory that are then written to disk in a single
block-sized chunk. This approach requires additional disk-based
write-ahead logging to ensure data persistence, as well as sophisticated merging logic for the disk-writes. Additionally, most diskbased KVSs require string or byte keys and values to store arbitrary
data. This comes at a high de-/serialization cost for each access,
significantly impacting the overall performance [12, 33].
Previous PMem research either focuses on how to adapt existing
systems or develop new ones to harness PMem’s potential. Various hybrid PMem-DRAM data structures have been proposed that
leverage the speed of DRAM with the persistence of PMem for
better overall performance. Most research focuses on the design
of index structures, e.g., B-Trees [40, 55], LSM-Trees [29], or hash
maps [30, 39]. Other research integrates PMem into larger systems,
e.g., for database buffer management or recovery [2, 49]. Some
simulated-PMem KVSs have also been proposed [29, 53].
However, as PMem has only recently become publicly available, the majority of previous PMem research uses simulations to
estimate PMem performance in which key characteristics were
assumed incorrectly [54]. These incorrect assumptions limit the
effectiveness of proposed solutions as the optimal utilization of
PMem requires knowledge of the underlying storage access patterns and characteristics. Recent research shows that Intel’s Optane
DIMMs [18] behave differently than DRAM and SSD [9, 54]. Thus,
simply replacing disk-based storage with an identical PMem-based
one does not yield the best performance. Benchmarks also show
that sequential write latency to PMem is much closer to DRAM’s
performance, whereas there is a higher penalty for random reads
than expected [14, 54]. This breaks one main assumption previous
research built upon, that writes are slow and should be avoided and
reads are fast and can be random.
To overcome the central performance issues of disk-based KVSs
and incorrect assumptions of previous PMem research, we propose three PMem-specific access patterns for efficient data storage,
direct PMem writes, DIMM-aligned storage segments, and uniform
thread-to-DIMM distribution. We implement these patterns in Viper,
a hybrid PMem-DRAM KVS whose persistence is built on PMem,

thus avoiding expensive disk accesses. Viper consists of a volatile
index and persistent data, to perform most of the random operations in fast DRAM while optimizing the storage layout for efficient
writes to PMem. In summary, we make the following contributions:
1) We propose PMem-specific access patterns to efficiently store
and retrieve data directly to and from PMem in a hybrid PMemDRAM environment.
2) We implement these access patterns in Viper, a hybrid PMemDRAM KVS that persists its data directly in PMem.
3) We evaluate Viper against state-of-the-art KVSs and show that it
outperforms them for core KVS operations. Viper exceeds existing PMem-only, hybrid, and disk-based KVSs by 4–18x for write
workloads, while matching or surpassing their get performance.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2
we cover some technical background that is relevant to our work.
In Section 3 we introduce Viper and its core design principles. We
show Viper’s core functionality in Section 4, followed by a detailed
evaluation in Section 5. We end this paper with an overview of
related work in Section 6 and our conclusion in Section 7.

2

BACKGROUND

In this section, we introduce persistent memory and its performance
characteristics, followed by a brief discussion of key-value stores.

2.1

Persistent Memory

Persistent memory (PMem) is an emerging class of memory devices that bridges the gap between DRAM and flash-based storage.
It combines the byte-addressable data access offered by DRAM
with the persistence of secondary storage while providing closeto-DRAM speed. Intel has recently made its Optane DC Persistent
Memory DIMMs publicly available [18]. These DIMMs are based on
3D XPoint technology and are denser than DRAM DIMMs, offering
larger capacities at a lower cost per GB ratio. Intel Cascade Lake
CPUs support one PMem DIMM per memory channel, commonly
resulting in six DIMMs per socket. As Optane is the only available PMem, we base our assumptions and designs in Viper on its
characteristics and use PMem and Optane interchangeably.
For each DIMM, the integrated memory controller (iMC) maintains read and write pending queues (RPQs and WPQs) to buffer
requests that were issued to the iMC. To guarantee persistence, the
WPQs of the iMC are part of the asynchronous DRAM refresh (ADR)
domain. Data that has reached a WPQ is therefore guaranteed to be
flushed to PMem on power failure, whereas data in CPU caches is
lost. While the iMC communicates with the DIMM in 64 Byte cache
lines, physical media access occurs at 256 Byte granularity. Thus, an
on-DIMM controller translates smaller requests to 256 Byte granularity before physically accessing the media, which causes read and
write amplification. To reduce this effect, the controller combines
adjacent writes using a write-combining buffer.
Running PMem in App Direct Mode gives the user explicit control over access to PMem, whereas Memory Mode uses PMem as a
volatile extension of DRAM, in which DRAM acts as an “L4” cache
and data is not persistent. To guarantee persistence in Viper, we use
the App Direct Mode and map PMem into our application’s virtual
memory space via mmap [37] to leverage its byte-addressability.

Table 1: Bandwidth (in GB/s) and Latency (in ns) of DRAM,
PMem, and SSD for 32 threads measured on our server1 .
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PMem also supports interleaving data across DIMMs. While noninterleaved PMem appends the memory space of one DIMM behind
the other, interleaving aims to improve the overall throughput of
reads and writes by spreading sequential data accesses over multiple
DIMMs in parallel, similar to RAID 0. This allows for better parallel
access and a higher throughput [54]. In PMem, data is commonly
interleaved in 4 KB chunks, distributing each consecutive block
of 24 KB across all six available DIMMs. In Viper, we assume an
interleaved PMem storage.
To guarantee persistence in App Direct Mode, the user must flush
cache lines to PMem by using, e.g., the clwb (cache line write back)
instruction. As the compiler and OS can re-order instructions for
better performance, it is necessary to explicitly avoid this behavior
by issuing an sfence instruction, which guarantees that the write
to PMem was completed and not re-ordered [30, 50].
Even though PMem performance was assumed similar to DRAM
but slower, recent research by Yang et al. [54] has found that the
performance differs significantly and is less predictable. We perform
high load micro benchmarks with 32 threads to get accurate latency
and bandwidth numbers on our server for KVS workloads. As
shown in Table 1, random reads have a 2.5x higher latency than
DRAM, caused by a longer delay for accessing the media, but three
orders of magnitude lower latency than SSD. At the same time, the
latency of sequential persistent writes is almost equal to DRAM,
since data only needs to reach the WPQ in the iMC to be persisted.
Random writes suffer a 5x higher latency and are impacted heavily
by the bandwidth. As a result, writing sequentially to PMem is
encouraged, while random access should be directed to DRAM
whenever possible. And while PMem’s peak bandwidth is lower
than DRAM’s, it still reaches 40% for reads and 20% for writes,
achieving significantly higher values than SSD.

2.2

Key-Value Stores

Key-value stores (KVSs) are a class of storage systems that handle
data as ⟨ key, value ⟩ pairs. The basic operations KVSs implement
are put, get, delete, and optionally update [5, 11, 24]. To access KVSs,
two designs have emerged, KVS servers and embedded KVSs. A
server-based KVS stores and synchronizes state that can be globally
accessed by multiple applications running on different machines.
It communicates with the applications via a network client/server
API. Popular KVS servers are Redis [45] and memchached [35]. If
the KVS is used by a single application, embedded KVSs provide a
more lightweight alternative to server-based ones. These KVSs are
embedded in the application and accessed using library function
calls. Popular embedded KVS are RocksDB [11] and FASTER [5].
1 64 Byte access size; DRAM: Samsung M393A2K40CB2-CVF, PMem: Intel Optane DC
128GB, SDD: Micron 5100 ECO SSD

Figure 1: Write latency for various write patterns to DRAM and PMem.
A main advantage of KVS servers is that they are self-contained
systems. This provides them with full system control, i.e., among
others, they manage their own threads, concurrency, and I/O queues.
However, this control entails an abstraction cost via, e.g., a networkbased interface. On the other hand, embedded KVSs are controlled
by the user within an application, which results in less communication overhead compared to network-based access and allows
more fine-tuning. Yet, this control comes at the risk of incorrect
usage, which might impact correctness and performance. To provide good performance and control, embedded KVS must design
their interfaces as simple as possible without requiring the user
to strictly follow patterns or complex procedures in case of, e.g.,
partial failures or system restarts. In this work, we focus on the
design of such an embedded KVS and simple interface to allow
the user to fully utilize PMem without high network overhead. We
present such a design and implementation in Viper.

3

VIPER: A HYBRID KEY-VALUE STORE

In this section, we present Viper, a hybrid PMem-DRAM KVS that
leverages PMem-specific access patterns for efficient data storage
and retrieval. Viper avoids expensive disk access by persisting data
in PMem while keeping an in-memory index to harness DRAM’s
lower random access latency over a fully PMem-based approach.
We first discuss our hybrid design in Viper in Section 3.1 followed
by a description of Viper’s core components in Section 3.2.

3.1

Hybrid Design

To fully utilize both DRAM’s and PMem’s strengths, we propose a
hybrid storage approach in Viper. Viper consists of a volatile hash
index located in DRAM and persistent data blocks located in PMem.
While Optane DIMMs can act as a drop-in replacement for SSDs
to achieve data persistence, to fully leverage the performance of
PMem, we need to understand its storage layout and beneficial
access patterns. All data is durably stored in persistent memory
and the hash index contains only references to the storage location.
Hybrid storage models have also been proposed in previous
work on index structures [40, 55] under the concept of selective
persistence. The idea behind selective persistence is to store only
the data required to rebuild the entire system state in persistent
memory and keep a dynamic recoverable state in volatile memory.
Viper is designed to be an embedded KVS similar to RocksDB [11] or
FASTER [5] and not a KVS server. Thus, users interact directly with
the database in the same process without any network interface.
PMem Access Patterns. Initial studies on real PMem show
complex performance characteristics, which often lead to low bandwidth and high latency [20, 54] In Viper, we propose three core

design choices for PMem-specific access patterns that significantly
impact its performance on real hardware:
1) Direct PMem writes. As sequential PMem writes are faster
than previously assumed in simulations, Viper writes all data
directly to PMem without an intermediate DRAM buffer.
2) Uniform thread-to-DIMM distribution. Viper minimizes the
thread-to-DIMM ratio for inserts by assigning threads to different memory regions.
3) DIMM-aligned storage segments. Viper stores data in DIMMboundary aligned VPages to balance DIMM contention with
parallelism. Smaller VPages result in more threads accessing
the same DIMM and larger VPages result in a single thread
accessing multiple DIMMs, both leading to a worse, and thus
disadvantageous, thread-to-DIMM ratio [54].
We demonstrate the impact of these design choices in Figure 1
(see Section 5.1 for our system setup). We perform 64 Byte stores
followed by clwb and sfence with a varying number of threads in
PMem and DRAM. Figures 1a and b show that sequential writes
have a similar latency for PMem and DRAM (maximum 2x higher
for 32 threads), while random writes perform significantly worse on
PMem even for low thread counts. This is due to Optane’s internal
write-combining buffer, which combines adjacent writes to reduce
expensive media flushes but cannot combine small random writes,
causing high write amplification. From this observation, we derive
our direct PMem writes design.
Figure 1c shows the importance of an even distribution of threads
across all DIMMs. We distribute the threads across k memory regions (1 GB each), representing log files, to which they write sequentially. Using 1 log file (denoted as 1 in the plot), all threads
write adjacent cache lines, i.e., thread 1 writes bytes 0–63, thread 2
writes 64–127, and so on. When using the same number of threads
and logs, each thread has its own disjoint memory region. With
more logs, fewer threads share a memory region and evenly distribute across the DIMMs. The poor performance of 1 log is caused
by all threads operating on a single DIMM (32 × 64 Byte = 2048
Byte) and thus, disregarding the inherent parallelism of interleaved
PMem. We see a performance increase when using more logs as
the threads profit from PMem’s parallelism by writing to varying
locations evenly distributed across DIMMs. From this observation,
we derive our uniform thread-to-DIMM distribution design.
Finally, Figure 1d shows the impact of storage-aligned access.
In this benchmark, we let each thread write 4 KB sequentially and
alter the alignment of the writes. We see that 4 KB aligned writes
(offset = 0) achieve the lowest latency, while a 2 KB offset has an 18%
higher latency. This is again caused by the necessity of accessing
two DIMMs to write 4 KB instead of only one. From this observation,
we derive our DIMM-aligned storage segments design.

Figure 2: Viper’s storage aligned with 4 KB PMem layout.
Volatile Index. Our evaluation of real PMem hardware shows
that random operations have a significantly higher latency than
sequential ones and achieve lower bandwidth (cf. Figure 1 and
Table 1). Thus, we avoid (possibly multiple) expensive random operations to the hash index by locating it in DRAM. Additionally,
the efficient design and implementation of hash maps in DRAM are
widely studied [22, 25, 34, 48], allowing us to fully take advantage of
these concepts. Persistent hash maps, on the other hand, have only
recently been introduced [30, 38, 39, 46] and show lower performance than DRAM-based ones. Furthermore, due to the persistence
of every operation in the map, complex logic is required to avoid
concurrency and memory issues, e.g., persistent memory leaks,
invalid pointers, and blocked persistent locks. For our implementation of Viper, we build on CCEH [38] and use it in DRAM instead of
PMem. CCEH uses an extendible hashing approach, thus allowing
for dynamic resizing without an expensive full table rehashing. As
we use the volatile index to store offsets to PMem locations, we
refer to it as Offset Map in the remainder of this work.
Persistent Data. As our goal is to persist all data in Viper, we
need to store all key-value pairs on a durable storage medium.
We choose Intel’s Optane DC Persistent Memory [18] in our implementation. In Viper, we write all records directly to PMem-based
storage segments (design choice 1). Viper’s main storage segments
are called VPages and contain the individual key-value records as
well as some metadata. Figure 2 shows how we align VPages with
the layout of the underlying PMem DIMMs (design choice 3). As
described in Section 2.1, we assume a system configuration with six
DIMMs per socket. However, Viper is configurable to work on any
number of DIMMs. We use Optane DIMMs in the interleaved mode
to achieve a higher degree of parallelism [54]. In the interleaved
mode, data is striped across all DIMMs in 4 KB pages. We exploit
this striping by aligning VPages to the 4 KB page boundaries. This
allows us to access exactly one DIMM per VPage, thus reducing
contention on the DIMMs during parallel access (design choice 2) .

3.2

Architecture

Viper consists of three main components, persistent VBlocks and
VPages, as well as an in-memory Offset Map. We show Viper’s core
components in Figure 3. On the right-hand side, we see Viper’s
persistent storage segments (VPage) grouped into VBlocks, located
in PMem. On the left-hand side, we see Viper’s volatile Offset Map,
which acts as an index by storing the key and persistent storage
location of each record. In the remainder of this section, we describe
the design of the three core components in detail for fixed- and
variable-sized records. We first describe the VBlock and Offset Map,
as these are identical for both variations, followed by the fixed-sized
VPage design and the variable-sized modifications.

Figure 3: Viper’s architecture. VPages store key-value records
in PMem (right). The Offset Map stores (key, record-offset) entries
in a volatile hash index (left).
3.2.1 Common Components. In this section, we present components that are identical for fixed- and variable-sized records: the
VBlock and Offset Map, as well as Viper’s metadata management.
VBlock. In Viper, we align VBlocks to the boundaries of the
underlying interleaved set of DIMMs, spanning exactly 24 KB. Each
VBlock contains a fixed number of VPages, one VPage for each
DIMM, stored in an in-place array for efficient access. VBlocks
contain no logic themselves but simply act as a grouping of VPages
to reduce the bookkeeping overhead in Viper. Each VPage is 4 KB
(DIMM-aligned) and contains some metadata plus the actual keyvalue records stored in slots. They are the actual storage units in
Viper. To support larger key-value pairs, Viper scales VPages to
multiples of 4 KB and VBlocks to multiples of 24 KB, ensuring the
same 4 and 24 KB alignment. For simplicity, we assume 4 KB VPages
and 24 KB VBlocks in the remainder of this work.
Offset Map. The Offset Map is the core volatile index that Viper
uses to keep track of all records. In Viper, the Offset Map is an
in-memory, concurrent hash map. When a record is inserted into
Viper, it is first persisted in a VPage and then the offset of the record
is stored as the value in the Offset Map for the given key. The offset
consists of three parts: the VBlock id, the VPage id, and the record
position in the VPage. The record position depends on fixed- or
variable-sized records. With these three parts, Viper can uniquely
locate any given record. Viper stores the offset in a 64-bit Offset
object, where the most significant 45 bits represent the block id, the
following 3 bit represent the page id, and the next 16 bit are used
for the record position. The bit-assignments may be modified in
case the user has specific knowledge of the expected workload, e.g.,
very large records or the number of DIMMs varies significantly.
Analogously to previous work, we use fingerprinting in order to
store keys larger than 8 Byte in the Offset Map [30, 40]. Instead of
storing the actual key in the map, Viper stores the hash of that key
and checks for equality only if the hash matches. This significantly
reduces the number of expensive comparisons with the keys in
PMem, as very few collisions are expected for 64-bit hashes.
Metadata Management. To grow, Viper allocates VBlocks in
PMem and maps them into the virtual memory space via mmap [37].
To keep track of the virtual addresses, Viper stores a pointer to
each VBlock in a list in DRAM. This allows for easy access to an
arbitrary VBlock by its implicit id, which is equal to the offset in
the list. Once the available VBlocks reach a certain configurable
filling degree, Viper allocates additional VBlocks and adds them
to the list. Viper supports PMem allocation from both devdax or
an fsdax directory. Data is allocated in increasing memory order

(a) 200 Byte fixed-sized records.

(b) Variable-sized records.

Figure 4: VPage layout with example entries. Key-value
records are stored consecutively.
(devdax) or increasing file names (fsdax) to guarantee ordering,
thus maintaining the VBlock order after a restart. To reduce the
number of memory allocations, large chunks (or files) are allocated,
which contain 43690 VBlocks by default (1 GB). Metadata recovery
and mapping all data back into Viper’s virtual memory space takes
only a few milliseconds, as it mainly consists of mmap calls.
3.2.2 Fixed-Sized Records. We now present the VPage design for
fixed-sized records, as shown in Figure 4a.
VPage Data. Viper stores the actual key-value records in VPages.
Both the key and the value are stored together in a single slot. The
slot id is used as the third part of the Offset Map entry (record
position) for fixed-sized records. When using the term key-value
record, we refer to both the key and value together. The number of
slots per VPage depends on the record size, where larger records
require more space and thus fewer fit into the available 4 KB. Viper
uses nearly all of the 4 KB to store data, as only a few bytes are
needed for metadata. We describe the calculation for the number
of slots with the metadata size below.
VPage Metadata. The metadata is stored in the first few bytes of
the VPage. It consists of a version lock byte and a bitset indicating
which slots are free or populated. Both concepts are also used in previous research on PMem data structures, e.g., in tree nodes [6, 40]
or in hash buckets [30]. We use a lock byte to handle concurrent access to the VPage, allowing only one thread to concurrently modify
its data. The lock is acquired and released via atomic compare-andswap operations (CAS). We thus avoid the use of heavy-weight
mutexes at this point. Even though there are persistent CAS implementations [52] that ensure correct persistence-semantics, Viper
uses regular in-memory CAS operations with less overhead. The
lock is only relevant during active use and is reset after a crash.
The bitset contains 𝑘 bits, one for each slot in the VPage. A set
bit indicates that the slot is occupied and contains data. An unset
bit, in reverse, indicates that the slot is free. This allows Viper to
efficiently delete a record by setting the bit at its slot position to 0.
VPage Slot Count and Metadata Size. The exact size of the
metadata depends on the record size, as Viper requires one bit per
slot in the bitset. To determine the metadata size, we first calculate
the number of slots per page by dividing the VPage size by the
record size, ⌊𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑝 /𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑟 ⌋ = 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑠 . This is rounded down to
the nearest integer as we cannot have partial slots. To avoid an
over-allocation of the VPage, we need to check if the metadata still
fits. The metadata size is calculated as 1 + ⌈𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑠 /8⌉ = 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑚
bytes, for the lock + bitset. We round up the bitset size, as the

underlying system cannot work on individual bits but requires
full bytes. If the data plus metadata is too large for the VPage
(𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑠 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑟 + 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑚 > 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑝 ), we reduce the number of slots
by one. All unused space at the end of the VPage is left as padding
to keep the 4 KB alignment.
3.2.3 Variable-Sized Records. To support variable-sized records,
the VPage-design needs to be modified, as shown in Figure 4b.
VPage Data. Records are not stored in fixed slots, as their size
is unknown a priori. Thus, Viper uses all non-metadata bytes in
the VPage as a log. Each record is consecutively written to this log
together with the respective key and value length. The sizes are
stored in a single 32-bit value (15 bits for key, 16 bits for value)
to allow for atomic updates. The least significant bit of the value
indicates whether the record is set (= 1) or deleted (= 0). The offset
in the log is used as the third part of the Offset Map entry (record
position) for variable-sized records. For key-value pairs larger than
4 KB, Viper dynamically uses an entire VBlock as a single VPage.
For even larger records, Viper writes the record across multiple
large VPages and marks these as overflow pages. Thus, large records
do not impact the design of Viper, as it still has unique VBlocks per
client and equal distribution of client threads to DIMMs.
VPage Metadata. As the VPage does not contain any slots, the
free slot bitset is removed. Instead, each VPage now contains a
pointer to its next insert position, i.e., the tail of the log, and an 8bit integer to track how much data has approximately been deleted
(i.e., metadata bit = 0) and needs to be compacted. The metadata
size is fixed for variable-length records at 10 Byte, allowing for 4086
Bytes of records per VPage.

4

KEY-VALUE STORE OPERATIONS

In this section, we discuss the common KVS operations put (Sec. 4.2),
get (Sec. 4.3), update (Sec. 4.4), and delete (Sec. 4.5), as well as space
reclamation (Sec. 4.6) and the recovery of an existing database
(Sec. 4.7). Before discussing the operations, we present the Viper
client through which users interact with Viper.

4.1

Viper Client

Commonly in embedded KVSs, a database handle is created for a
given file, which either creates a new database if the file does not
exist or opens the existing database. This handle can be used by
multiple threads to interact with the KVS, by issuing, e.g., get or
put requests. However, when the KVS does not control or own the
threads, the handle has to control external concurrent access. Examples for such embedded KVSs are RocksDB [11] or LevelDB [13].
For put requests, this means providing a new insert location for
each request. This central synchronization point quickly becomes
a bottleneck, which we avoid in Viper by introducing a Viper client.
As Viper is an embedded KVS, the client does not contain any
network logic as common in KVS servers. It is a light-weight object
that exposes the KVS-operation interface to the user and contains
information on where to write future records to reduce synchronization within Viper. In Figure 5 we show clients interacting
with Viper. In our example, three clients have been created. Each
client is initialized with its own VBlock (#1 → VBlock0, #2 →
VBlock1, #3 → VBlock2 ), i.e., no two clients write new records to
the same VBlock. To indicate that a VBlock is currently “owned”

Listing 1: Viper’s put(Key k, Value v)

Figure 5: Client requests new VBlock. Client #1 requests a new
VBlock after a put to a full one and then writes to the new VBlock.
by a client, an owned_bit is set in the version lock of the first VPage.
This bit is used for space reclamation and recovery. The client
then writes data to its current VBlock/VPage and progresses the
VPage until all VPages are full. Once a client cannot put data into
its VBlock because it is full 1 , it requests a new VBlock from Viper
2 . Viper then returns the next block to the client and atomically
updates the next_block and the next_page counters. Viper stores
the next_block and next_page counters in a single 64-bit variable
that can be updated atomically with a compare-and-swap operation.
The next_page counter is chosen randomly to achieve a uniform
distribution across DIMMs. When the client receives its next block,
it updates its references and inserts the record into the new VPage
3 . This approach significantly reduces the coordination overhead
within Viper, as it does not need to issue a new write location for
each put. If a VBlock fits, e.g., 100 records, the overhead is reduced
by 100x, as a client only needs a new location every 100 writes.
As Viper supports space reclamation (Sec. 4.6), it also keeps track
of free blocks in a concurrent queue. If a free block is present in the
queue, it is given to a client for re-use rather than allocating a new
client. In that case, the block is removed from the queue and the
next_block counter remains unchanged.

4.2

Put

To insert data into Viper, clients must issue a put(Key, Value)
request. The pseudo-code for this is presented in Listing 1. The client
first acquires the VPage lock for its current VPage in a blocking call
(Line 1). To acquire exclusive access, the version lock is atomically
compare-and-swapped with a +1 increment to an odd-number, e.g.,
from 0 to 1. If a client encounters an odd-numbered lock, it retries
its operation. Once the client has exclusive access to the VPage,
it searches for the next free slot (Line 2). If the VPage is full, the
client releases the lock, updates its page and block information, and
retries the put operation (Lines 3-6). To update the page and block
information, it either progresses to the next VPage in its current
VBlock or it requests a new VBlock from Viper.
If there is a free slot in the current VPage, the client stores the
record in the free slot and persists it (Lines 8-9). To write the current
cache line to PMem, the Persist method issues a clwb call to the
underlying system followed by an sfence call. The sfence enforces
correct ordering guarantees, i.e., after the call, the data is guaranteed
to be persisted. Only after the data is persisted does the client update
and persist the bitset (Lines 10-11). The order here is important,
as the bitset becomes the ground truth for recovery [30, 40]. If the
bitset indicates a populated slot but the data is not properly stored,
Viper is in an inconsistent state.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

AcquireVPageLock ( v_page ) ;
free_slot_idx = FindFreeSlot ( v_page . slot_bitset );
if ( free_slot_idx == max_bitset_size ) {
ReleaseLock ( v_page ) ; GetNewVPageOrVBlock () ;
return Put (k , v ) ;
}
v_page . slots [ free_slot_idx ] = {k , v };
Persist ( v_page . slots [ free_slot_idx ]) ;
v_page . slot_bitset [ free_slot_idx ] = 1;
Persist ( v_page . slot_bitset ) ;
offset = { block_num , page_num , free_slot_idx };
[ is_new , old_offset ] = offset_map . Insert (k , offset );
if (! is_new ) DeleteOldRecord ( old_offset ) ;
ReleaseLock ( v_page ) ;
return is_new ;

Once the data is persisted, the client inserts the new offset into
the Offset Map. If the Offset Map contained an entry for the key, the
old value is overwritten and the client must ensure that the record
at the old location is deleted by setting the corresponding bit to 0
(Line 15, see Section 4.5). As the Offset Map handles concurrency,
it guarantees that in the event of concurrent writes to the same
key, one client will see the value added by the other client as an
old offset, thus deleting the other client’s value. Finally, the client
releases the lock on the VPage and returns a Boolean indicating
whether a new key was inserted or an existing one was overwritten
(Lines 17-18). The lock is released by atomically storing another +1
increment, thus, making the lock even-numbered again.
Crash Consistency If a crash occurs between persisting the
bitset and the deletion of an old record, Viper contains two values
for the same key. To guarantee a deterministic recovery and thus
ensure atomic writes, Viper selects the greater ⟨ block_id, page_id,
slot_id ⟩ in case of a conflict. We note that this is not necessarily
the newer value, as “old” block ids are reused after reclamation
but it constitutes a deterministic tie-break during recovery. To
ensure that the new value is not read until it is guaranteed to be
deterministically recoverable, clients hold the VPage lock until the
old record is deleted. In rare cases, this may lead to a deadlock, as
two clients might need to lock the same two VPages in reverse
order. If a deadlock is detected, i.e., the lock cannot be acquired in
𝑥 tries, the client adds the offset it needs to delete 𝑂 to a global list.
All clients in the deadlock continuously check this list for offsets
𝑂 ′ that match their current VPage, delete the record at 𝑂 ′ , and
remove it from the list. If a client notices that 𝑂 was deleted from
the list, the deadlock is solved and it can return after unlocking its
VPage. In a micro benchmark with 50 million mixed operations,
Viper encounter only two such deadlock-like scenarios.
Variable-Sized Records. Inserting variable-sized records follows a similar procedure as shown in Algorithm 1, but the actual
writing of the data is different. To insert a variable-sized record, the
client first retrieves the next_insert_position from the VPage
metadata. It then writes the record to PMem at the given location
followed by a Persist call. Only then does it write the record’s
metadata in front of the record. This order guarantees that if the
metadata is present, the record is persistently stored. This is identical to persisting the bitset after the slot for fixed-sized records.
When a record does not fit into a page, the client checks if the

key without the value fits. If it fits, the value is written to the next
page, and only then is the key written with metadata indicating
a value length of 0, which tells Viper that the value is stored on
the following page to ensure the same persistency guarantees as
above. If the key does not fit, the record is written to the next page
and the metadata is set to an invalid configuration on the current
page, indicating that no more data is present after this marker. After inserting the record, the next_insert_position is updated to
reflect either the end of the page or a new position.

4.3

Get

To retrieve individual records from Viper, the client issues a get(Key)
request. To efficiently scale for read-heavy workloads, Viper uses
lock-free reads [6, 30]. First, the client searches for the key in the
Offset Map and returns an error if not entry was found. The client
then atomically reads the version lock of the VPage that contains
the record into 𝑙1. If 𝑙1 is odd-numbered, another client currently
holds an exclusive lock and the entire read is retried, as a VPage
modification might have altered the retrieved offset. In an unlocked
state, the client reads the value at the given offset. The pointer
retrieval is a lookup in Viper’s VBlock list for the offset’s block id,
followed by direct accesses into that VBlock’s page list at the page
id and the VPage’s slots at the slot id. We note here that the VPage
array within a VBlock and the slots within a VPage are known at
compile-time, thus allowing the compiler to combine the latter two
lookups into simple pointer arithmetic on the VBlock pointer from
the initial lookup. Before returning the value, it again atomically
loads the version lock into 𝑙2. If 𝑙1 = 𝑙2, the VPage was not modified and the value can be safely returned. If 𝑙1 ≠ 𝑙2, the entire read
operation is retried, as a conflict might have occurred.
Retrieving variable-sized records follows the same steps, but the
actual record lookup differs slightly. Instead of reading a record
from a given slot, it first reads the record length at the given offset
in the VPage log and then retrieves the value according to its size.

4.4

Update

In order to update a value in Viper, the user can call update(Key,
UpdateFn), where UpdateFn is an arbitrary function that receives a
value and modifies it atomically. As Viper does not copy the values,
modifications are made in-place in PMem. To avoid partial update
anomalies, only atomic updates can be performed. However, this
allows the user to modify up to 8 Byte (or 16/32/64 with modern
AVX-512 CPUs) of a value in-place. This is useful to, e.g., update
counters or other individual fields in the value [3]. Updating in
Viper is similar to get but instead of returning the value if no version
conflict occurred, the client acquires an exclusive lock and applies
the UpdateFn to the value. Thus, any subsequent operations are
aware that a modification was performed.
For non-atomic updates, the value must be re-inserted. To achieve
this, the user gets the value, creates a copy, modifies it, and finally
calls insert for the same key with the new value. This is a common
approach in many KVSs [11, 13, 21, 31] and Viper always falls back
to this approach if in-place modifications are not possible. This is
also the approach for variable-sized records, as modifications in
them might change their size. In Viper, records are tightly packed
in the log and do not allow for any subsequent size variation.

Two main advantages of in-place updates over conventional
copy-on-write are avoiding serialization and fewer cache line flushes,
i.e., only one Persist call is needed in Viper as no metadata is
updated. Also, recent work shows that in-place modification is
preferred over copy-on-write for PMem [23, 51].

4.5

Delete

To delete a record, the client issues a delete(Key) request. The
client first looks for the key in the Offset Map and returns false
if it is not found. If it was found, the client retrieves the VPage
from the offset information and acquires its lock to block other
modifying access. In Viper, the actual record is not erased, but the
corresponding free slot bit is set to 0 and the bitset is persisted
to make the deletion durable. Then, the key is removed from the
Offset Map before releasing the page lock and returning a successful
deletion. For variable-sized records, the deletion bit is not set in
the bitset but rather in the record metadata in the log. The size
information is not modified, as it is required to skip the deleted
record when scanning the VPage during recovery or compaction.

4.6

Space Reclamation

After various records have been deleted or re-inserted, the VPages
contain many free slots or tombstoned records in the log. In order
to reuse this free space, Viper runs a periodic background space
reclamation process. In this reclamation, Viper scans the bitsets of
the VPages to see how many free slots are available. If the number
of free slots in a VBlock is higher than a configurable threshold
and the VBlock is not currently “owned” by a client, the VBlock
is compacted into a new VBlock, marked as free, and added to the
free block queue. Compacting a VBlock is equivalent to re-inserting
each record in that VBlock. Thus, when compacting many VBlocks,
the records are tightly packed again. If a client reads a record that is
currently being compacted, it either reads the stale offset and retries
because the version lock of the compacted VPage has changed or it
reads the new offset. Each VPage is locked for the entire duration
of its compaction to avoid modifications throughout.
For variable-sized records, Viper checks the metadata of each
VPage for the approximate free space on this page. If the VBlock
reaches a configurable threshold, it gets compacted as in the fixedsized process. After the compaction of a VBlock, it is marked as
free with a free bit in its first VPage’s lock byte. This allows Viper
to recognize free VBlocks during a recovery. This process can also
be used to deallocate VBlocks at the tail of the VBlock list and thus
reduce its PMem footprint after many records have been deleted.

4.7

Recovery

A persistent KVS needs to be able to recover from a crash or be
re-opened after a regular shutdown. In Viper, we handle both scenarios identically, as all required metadata is continuously persisted
during its normal operational mode. Viper stores a small amount of
metadata in PMem to keep track of the number of allocated VBlocks,
the number of used VBlocks, and the total memory-mapped size.
Every time new VBlocks are allocated in PMem, the metadata is
updated to reflect the total number of allocated blocks. Additionally,
every time a new VBlock is assigned to a client, the number of used
blocks is incremented in the metadata.

Figure 6: Core KVS operations.
When Viper is opened with an existing database, it checks this
metadata and prepares for a recovery based on it. Viper maps
existing VBlocks into its virtual address space and stores pointers
to each VBlock, as described in Section 3.2. After mapping all
VBlocks, Viper checks for the number of used blocks and scans
those to retrieve the records in them. For each VPage, Viper checks
which slots are set (fixed-sized) or scans the log for non-deleted
records (variable-sized) and inserts the offsets into the map. This
can be parallelized by assigning disjoint VBlock-ranges to different
threads. After scanning all VBlocks, the next_block counter in Viper
is updated to the highest used block_id + 1, so that new clients
receive fresh VBlocks (see Section 4.1).

5

EVALUATION

In this section, we present the evaluation results of our implementation of Viper compared against other KVSs. In Section 5.1 we
describe our setup, followed by an introduction of the other systems in Section 5.2. We present our Micro-Benchmark results in
Section 5.3 and our YCSB evaluation in Section 5.4.

5.1

Setup and Methodology

We run all experiments on an Intel Xeon Gold 5220S CPU server and
pin all threads to one socket to avoid cross-socket data access. The
CPU has 18 cores (36 logical cores via hyperthreading). The socket
is connected to 750 GB PMem, in six 128 GB Intel Optane Persistent
Memory DIMMs, and to 96 GB DRAM. To access the Optane DIMMs
directly, we use devdax mode. We prefill the stores with 100 million
records before performing the benchmark operations and use 16
Byte keys (e.g., a UUID) and 200 Byte values, as these represent
common sizes in real-world KVSs [3].
We implement our prototype of Viper in C++, compiled with
GCC 9.3 on Ubuntu 20.04. We use and modify the CCEH map [38]
for the offset map and low-level libpmem (v1.10) [42] calls to persist
data in PMem. Our code is open-source and available on Github2 .

5.2

Other Systems

We evaluate Viper against six other systems to show the impact
of various design choices in Viper: FASTER, pmem-rocksdb, Dash,
pmemkv, µTree, and Cross-Referencing Logs. FASTER [5] (v1.8.0) is a
state-of-the-art embedded hash-based KVS, which we run backed by
PMem instead of SSD, making it a hybrid DRAM-PMem system. We
initialize FASTER’s hash index identically to the authors’ evaluation
with ∼ #𝑘𝑒𝑦𝑠/2 hash buckets, resulting in a 2 GB index. We set the
log size to 6 GB, which is ~1/4 of the total raw data size. pmemrocksdb [32] is a modified version of RocksDB to work explicitly
2 https://github.com/hpides/viper

with PMem by optimizing SSTables for and placing the WAL on it.
We run pmem-rocksdb with the same configuration as the authors.
These comparisons show the need for new PMem-aware designs
instead of drop-in replacements and minor modifications.
We also compare Viper against two PMem-only setups to show
the benefit of a hybrid design. As proposed in previous work, index
structures can be used together with a persistent allocator as a
KVS [30, 40, 55]. Dash [30] is a state-of-the-art PMem-optimized
hash index that we pair with PMDK’s persistent allocator [42].
A second PMem-only system we evaluate is Intel’s hash-based
pmemkv [43] (v1.4), which we run with the cmap backend [19, 44].
We also evaluate Viper against two hybrid PMem-DRAM systems. µTree [6] is a state-of-the-art hybrid BTree implementation
that natively supports large values, making it suitable for a KVS
use-case. We note that the performance of a BTree is expected to
be slightly lower for single record operations, due to sorting overhead for additional range-query support. Cross-Referencing Logs
(CRL) [17] were proposed to bridge the gap between volatile and
persistent KVSs by persisting cross-referencing logs between two
KVSs, one in DRAM and one in PMem. As CRL is not publicly
available, we implement it (CrlStore) with Intel’s volatile TBB concurrent hash map as the DRAM KVS [19] and the persistent map
as the PMem KVS [44], which both fulfill the per-record locking
requirements of CRL. As CRLs require front- and backend threads,
we use a 1:1 mapping for all write operations, limiting our results
to 18 threads in the plots. We do not employ a dynamic mapping,
as proposed by the authors, because the backend threads constitute
the bottleneck in our experiments. For get requests, we use only
frontend threads.

5.3

Micro Benchmarks

In this section, we evaluate Viper’s performance through various
micro benchmarks. To this end, we discuss the performance of
the four core KVS operations, the impact of different record sizes
and variable-length records, followed by the systems’ memory
consumption. We then evaluate Viper-internal design choices by
showing the impact of in-place updates and of data placement
on DRAM or PMem, followed by an operation breakdown, space
reclamation impact, and recovery performance.
5.3.1 Key-Value Store Operations. To understand the throughput
of Viper, we compare it against the other KVSs for the core KVS
operations insert, get, update, and delete. We initially fill each KVS
with 100 million 216 Byte records (16 B key, 200 B value), before
performing 50 million individual operations on them. Each client
inserts consecutive keys from a disjoint range. For update, get, and
delete, we uniformly choose a random key in each call. We use a

fresh KVS for each operation to avoid unintentional caching effects.
For all get operations, we explicitly read the value to ensure that it
is accessed from the underlying medium and not just pointed to.
The results are shown in Figure 6. In (a), we see that Viper’s
insert throughput scales well with the number of threads due to
its efficient sequential access across multiple DIMMs via the Viper
clients, reaching a peak of 15 million puts/s with 36 threads. The
PMem-optimized Dash and µTree also scale but achieve only ~4
Mops/s. Both are limited by the record allocation outside of the
actual index structure, which shows the need for a more structured
insert mechanism. FASTER performs better than Viper for few
threads, as the data is initially written to DRAM and is not persisted.
However, after 8 threads its performance decreases. Once FASTER’s
DRAM-based log is full, it writes old segments to PMem to free
space. This becomes a bottleneck, as the log needs to wait until
the segment was copied and flushed before it can allocate a new
segment to write to. The other systems do not scale well and achieve
fewer than 1 million inserts/s due to unoptimized random hash map
operations performed in PMem.
Retrieving records (b) is split into two groups. FASTER, pmemkv,
and RocksDB do not perform well for random get request due to
inefficient lookups in PMem, all peaking below 4 Mops/s. FASTER
and RocksDB are optimized for access from disk-storage, disregarding random access capabilities PMem, while pmemkv is built for
PMem but with an unoptimized hash index. The other group of
systems are optimized for PMem and achieve peaks between 25 and
35 Mops/s. This shows that get performance heavily depends on
the chosen (hash-) index implementation and that the DRAM-based
index in Viper does not significantly outperform PMem-based Dash.
We plan to investigate the use of different index types in Viper in
future work, as a recent study shows that, e.g., Dash achieves significantly higher lookup rates than CCEH [16]. In Figure 11, we
show that DRAM-based Viper achieves ~50 Mops/s, indicating that
CrlStore is limited by the TBB concurrent map in this evaluation.
In real world use-cases, record updates are often small modifications, e.g., 8 B counter updates [3]. In such a workload (c), we see
that Viper outperforms all other systems due to its atomic PMemaware in-place modification compared to the read-modify-write
semantics of the other systems. We discuss the different update
semantics in Viper in more detail in Section 5.3.5.
Deleting (d) records behaves similarly to updating in Viper, as it
performs a key lookup followed by a small write, i.e., invalidating
the slot. Other systems’ delete performance is higher than their respective update performance, as many use a tombstone invalidation
without the need to insert a new entry.
Our evaluation shows that for inserts, a PMem-specific sequential write pattern considerably improves the performance over
batched disk-based approaches or random PMem allocations by
4–18x. Also, the update performance of Viper is superior, as it can
perform in-place updates in persistent storage, which other systems
cannot. For data retrieval, Viper performs on par with comparable
systems. As PMem-RocksDB performs worse than all other systems,
we omit it from future evaluation due to limited space.
5.3.2 Key-Value Record Size. To understand the impact of record
sizes, we evaluate all systems with varying key and value lengths.
We evaluate the impact of very small records (8 Byte key, 8 Byte

Figure 7: Key-Value size impact.
value), more common sizes (16 B, 100 B) and (32 B, 500 B), as well
as large records (100 B, 900 B). We define a fixed prefill data size of
20 GB, which we divide by the record sizes to get the number of
records to prefill each system with, i.e., 20 𝐺𝐵/16 𝐵 = 1.25 billion
16 B records and 92/37/20 million 216/532/1000 B records. We then
insert 10 GB in the same manner, i.e., exactly half as many records
as the prefill. In a second workload, we issue 50 million get requests
on a prefilled KVS. All runs are performed with 36 threads. We omit
µTree, as it does not support large keys.
The results are shown in Figure 7. For 16 Byte records, Viper
achieves ~20 M puts/s and decreases linearly with an increasing
record size, as it becomes PMem bandwidth-bound. FASTER also
achieves nearly 20 M puts/s for 16 B records, as many of them
fit into the DRAM-based log and are not persisted. With increasing record sizes, FASTER’s performance drops to under 2 Mops/s
as fewer records fit into the log, requiring more frequent PMem
flushes. From this result, we see that efficient access patterns to
PMem, as employed in Viper, have a higher impact on the overall
performance than simply reducing the number of PMem flushes,
as done in FASTER, via a DRAM buffer followed by a large PMem
flush. We note that especially for larger records, the impact of a
single additional metadata flush decreases, as multiple flushes are
required for the record alone.
Dash benefits from 16 Byte records, as it does not require an
extra memory allocation outside of the index. However, its insert
performance is only about 50% of Viper’s, which demonstrates the
high overhead of random writes to PMem over sequential ones. For
larger records, random memory allocations become the bottleneck
in Dash. Both pmemkv and CrlStore cannot insert the 1.25 billion
16 B records as they run out of memory. We note that this behavior
is expected, as explained in the PMDK documentation: “allocations
of a size less than 64 Bytes [are] extremely inefficient and discouraged.”3 Thus, both pmemkv and a default allocator KVS are not
suitable for small records, and for larger records, they are limited
by their inefficient PMem writes.
The get performance trend of Viper is similar to the insert performance, where access to larger records is bandwidth-bound. Surprisingly, 16 B gets are less efficient than 216 B, as CCEH performs better
with fewer entries. Dash retrieves 16 B records very efficiently, as
the values are stored directly in the map without indirection. For
larger records, its performance is also bandwidth-bound. CrlStore
exhibits a consistently high get performance, as all requests are
answered from DRAM without PMem access. Both FASTER and
pmemkv show the same low performance as in the previous section
due to inefficient access.
3 https://pmem.io/pmdk/manpages/linux/v1.8/libpmemobj/pmemobj_alloc.3

Figure 8: Variable-sized ∼216 Byte records.
5.3.3 Variable-sized Records. In this benchmark, we evaluate the
impact of variable-sized records on the performance of the systems.
To this end, we prefill 100 million records of about 216 Byte, with a
normal distribution around 16 B for the key (N (16, 3.22 )) and 200 B
for value size (N (200, 402 )). We then perform each 50 million puts
and gets and measure the throughput.
The results shown in Figure 8 are in line with those of the core
operations (cf. Fig 6). For puts, Viper clearly outperforms the other
systems due to its efficient VPage design. Record retrieval also
follows the same trend of fixed-sized records discussed above. However, both put and get achieve lower overall throughput compared
to fixed-sized records. For fixed-sized records, the compiler generates SIMD mov instruction, while regular mov instructions are used
for variable-length. The get performance is also lower for variable
records, as they additionally require more data reads than fixed
records. Viper must read the size metadata before retrieving the
actual value, while fixed records require only pointer arithmetic
due to known offsets at compile time.
5.3.4 Memory Consumption. We evaluate the total DRAM and
PMem consumption to better understand the systems’ resource requirements. We fill each system with the default 100 million records,
i.e., 20.1 GB raw data (1GB = 230 B). We measure the DRAM and
PMem consumption with Intel’s VTune4 , pmap5 , and pmempool6 .
The results are shown in Figure 9. Viper consumes 21.2 GB of
PMem and 2.3 GB of DRAM. The DRAM consumption is attributed
nearly completely to the offset map. FASTER consumes slightly less
memory overall but significantly more DRAM due to its volatile log,
which holds a large part of the data. Dash and µTree both require
23.8 GB for the data via the allocator, being ~10% less efficient than
Viper. However, Dash requires only an additional 2.1 GB PMem
for its index while µTree requires nearly 9 GB of DRAM for its
tree index. pmemkv is very inefficient in its memory consumption,
requiring more than twice the raw data size in PMem at 52 GB. In
our implementation, CrlStore requires 28 GB of DRAM and 41 GB
of PMem, as it needs to store each record twice.
DRAM is a scarce and expensive resource compared to PMem,
with a capacity of only about 1/8x on our server and a 9x higher
$/GB ratio [1, 18]. Viper’s DRAM-PMem ratio is ~1/10 for 216 B
records and lower for larger keys due to fingerprinting, i.e., the
DRAM consumption depends solely on the number of records. Thus,
Viper efficiently manages DRAM and supports larger configurations.
5.3.5 Update Strategy. A recent study by Facebook shows that
certain workloads consist of many small updates, e.g., 8 B counter
4 https://software.intel.com/content/www/us/en/develop/tools/vtune-profiler.html
5 https://linux.die.net/man/1/pmap

6 https://pmem.io/pmdk/manpages/linux/v1.8/pmempool/pmempool-info.1.html

Figure 9: Total memory.

Figure 10: Update strategy.

Figure 11: Viper versions.

Figure 12: Op breakdown.

updates [3]. For these workloads, efficient in-place modification
significantly reduces read- and write-amplification. In Figure 10
we show the advantage of in-place updates over copy-on-write
(CoW ) updates. When atomically updating only 8 B of a value,
Viper achieves more than 2x updates/s compared to CoW. If an
atomic update is not possible, Viper still outperforms the other
systems when reading, modifying, and re-inserting the value (cf.
Fig 6). Recent work [23, 51] has also shown the advantage of inplace updates, thus, supporting larger in-place modifications poses
an interesting challenge for future work.
5.3.6 Viper Versions. In Figure 11, we evaluate four Viper versions
to understand the impact of data placement in our design, i.e., by
placing data + index in PMem or DRAM, by placing the data in
PMem and the index in DRAM (Viper), and by using unaligned
VPages in PMem shifted by 2048 Byte (Unaligned). We run the
experiments with 36 threads. This evaluation supports our design
choice of DIMM-aligned storage, as unaligned writes reduce put
performance by 11%, due to a worse thread-to-DIMM distribution.
Random gets are affected less than 1%, as they are point lookups
that rarely cross DIMM borders.
Placing all data in PMem achieves only ~1/3x performance of
the hybrid approach, clearly showing the advantage of a hybrid
design when aiming for higher throughput. In Figure 12, we see
that 60% of a put are already spent in PMem. Adding the index to
PMem increases the absolute time spent on Offset Map operations
and decreases PMem bandwidth due to inefficient access.
On the other side, hybrid Viper achieves ~2/3x of a DRAM-only
Viper. The 1.4 µs spent in PMem for put are now approximately
halved (cf. Fig 1a), reducing the put duration to ~1.6 µs, allowing
for ~22 Mops/s. Similarly, the time spent fetching data from PMem
is reduced by 2.5x, allowing for ~50% more ops/s. This evaluation
shows that a hybrid approach significantly outperforms a PMemonly one, while the cost of data persistence is only about 33%. To
further close the gap between PMem- and DRAM-based storage,
we plan to investigate caching strategies in DRAM in future work.
5.3.7 Operation Breakdown. To better understand the individual
operations, we break them down into common sub-parts. We prefill

Figure 13: YCSB latency and throughput.
Viper before performing 50 million operations with 36 threads. We
split the operations evenly into a mixed 25%-each workload. We normalize the runtime of each operation to 1 and present the time spent
on PMem access, Offset Map access, and VPage fetching/locking.
The results are shown in Figure 12. For put, we see that most of
the time (~60%) is spent on writing the record to PMem. Due to its
VPage and client design, very little time is spent on locking and
fetching the VPage, as it is cached in the client. As PMem-write
speeds are close to those of DRAM, Viper makes good use of the
time spent on inserting. However, adding random PMem writes, e.g.,
in a persistent index, might significantly impact the performance
benefits gained by the sequential VPage writes.
Both updates and deletes require ~30% of the operation time
to initially fetch the required VPage and lock it. The majority of
the time is then spent in the map, which also includes fingerprint
lookups in PMem, to retrieve the correct record offset. The final
record update/invalidation is only a small part of the operation.
Retrieving data is similar to updates and deletes, in that it initially requires ~20% to fetch the VPage (but not lock it). Again,
the majority (> 50%) is spent in the map lookup and fingerprint
resolution. Finally, compared to updates/deletes, 20% is spent on
retrieving the actual record and copying it to DRAM.
This breakdown shows that Viper efficiently handles the core
operations. The DRAM-based index access takes up a significant
portion and Viper might benefit from different index designs, which
we plan to investigate in future work.
5.3.8 Space Reclamation. To evaluate the impact of space reclamation on insert and get workloads, we prefill Viper with 216 Byte
records and randomly delete 33% of the records without space reclamation. We then manually trigger a compaction of all VBlocks and
start 32 parallel threads that put or get records. Our evaluation
shows that running space reclamation in the background has only
a marginal impact on the performance of read workloads, i.e., ∼2%
and no impact on write workloads, as each client inserts records
independently and Viper reuses existing VBlocks without new allocations. Thus, space reclamation should be used to reduce the
PMem footprint if free CPU resources are available. If Viper is not
run at capacity, reclamation can be parallelized to reduce its runtime or a higher threshold can be set to avoid reclaiming every
deleted record.

5.3.9 Recovery. As a persistent KVS should be able to restart after
a crash or shutdown, we evaluate Viper’s recovery performance.
We prefill 100 million 216 Byte records and recover using a varying
number of threads. A single thread requires 38 seconds to fully
restart Viper. More threads reduce the recovery time to 19/10/5/4
seconds with 2/4/8/16 threads. 36 threads recover Viper in 2.3 s.
A disadvantage of a hybrid KVS is that the volatile index needs
to be rebuilt when restarting. For a very large KVS, e.g., 1 TB, this
can take up to 2 minutes. In Viper, we optimize for the average case
of a running database, i.e., improve put/get performance instead of
the worst case, i.e., a crash. However, recovery time is an important
aspect of KVSs and we plan to investigate the trade-off between
operational and recovery performance in future work.

5.4

YCSB

In this section, we evaluate Viper and the other systems with the
widely used Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [8]. We discuss latency and throughput as both are important metrics depending on the exact application, as well as mixed workloads. We split
our evaluation along three axes, i) latency and throughput (top/bottom row), ii) uniform and Zipfian distribution (left/right half), and
iii) 50:50 and 10:90 read:write workloads (left/right quarter). As
YCSB is Java-based and Viper does not offer a network interface,
we generate the workloads (8 B keys, 200 B values) using YCSB and
then map them into our C++ benchmark for execution. We show the
average latency in microseconds measured with HdrHistogram [15]
and the throughput in million operations/s.
The results are shown in Figure 13. We first look at the latency
measurements in the top row, i.e., (a) – (d). We see that Viper
has a very low average latency for all four workloads. It increases
from 1.2 µs with one thread to a maximum of 2 µs with 36 threads.
The Zipfian workloads show a slightly lower latency, due to better
caching effects. Dash and µTree have similar latency for all workloads, which is 3–5x higher than Viper’s and is mainly caused by the
random record allocation. CrlStore also shows low latency, as writes
return as soon as they are persisted in the log and frontend KVS.
However, while the average latency is low, the 99.9𝑡ℎ -percentiles of
Dash/µTree/CrlStore in the uniform workloads reach 150/110/240
µs compared to only 25 µs in Viper. pmemkv has significantly higher
latency than the other systems in all workloads and peaks at ~50
µs. For all systems, we see a slightly lower latency in the 50:50

workloads compared to the write-heavy workloads as get requests
perform better in all systems. As FASTER is inherently asynchronous and request completion intervals must be tuned by the user,
we omit its latency as it is not directly comparable.
The throughput of all systems follows the trend of the respective
latency. For Viper, we see slightly lower maximum throughput
(~20 Mops/s) in the uniform workloads than expected compared
to the average of the individual put and get operations as shown
in Figure 6, which would reach ~24 Mops/s. In the realistic YCSB
workload, there is more mixed access to PMem, which decreases
the bandwidth [54], compared to our isolated micro benchmarks.
The throughput of the other systems is also similar to the numbers
shown in Figure 6. However, all systems are severely limited by
inefficient insert operations. Dash and µTree peak at ~8 Mops/s and
the other systems reach fewer than 5 Mops/s.
YCSB shows that Viper consistently outperforms existing KVSs
with an average latency below 2 µs/op and a maximum throughput of over 19 Mops/s for both write-heavy and mixed workloads.
Overall, Viper’s throughput is significantly higher in all workloads
compared to the other systems, ranging from 3x to 27x, making its
design choices a good fit for real-world workloads.
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RELATED WORK

Viper builds on many techniques from prior KVSs, concurrent
hash maps, pure PMem data structures, and hybrid PMem-DRAM
structures. In this section, we briefly discuss related work.
Traditional Key-Value Stores. Popular in-memory KVSs such
as Redis [45], memcached [35], or MICA [26] optimize for a purely
in-memory cache-like use case for maximum performance. They
do not persist the data in order to avoid expensive disk access at
the cost of data-loss after a system shutdown or crash.
Prior research in persistent KVSs is extensive and focuses mainly
on avoiding expensive read- and write-amplification to either SSDs,
HDDs, or both [31, 36, 47]. Popular stores such as RocksDB [11], LevelDB [13], and Cassandra [21] use log-structured merge trees with
an in-memory table for insertions to reduce write-amplification. To
ensure the persistence of the data in the in-memory table, they often employ file-based Write-Ahead-Logging (WAL), which quickly
becomes a bottleneck. FASTER [5] is a modern KVS that uses an
in-memory hash index and a hybrid log to store records on disk
with a volatile “tail” that allows for in-place updates. Data in the
volatile tail may be lost during a crash. While this approach works
very well in some use-cases, we aim for a stronger storage model in
Viper, in which data-persistence is guaranteed. With Viper, we propose a persistent KVS that that leverages PMem instead of disk to
allow for efficient operation without central log-based bottlenecks.
PMem-Based Key-Value Stores. Recent research also focuses
on PMem-based KVSs. RStore [24] is a hybrid PMem-DRAM KVS
that focuses on reducing tail-latency via asynchronous message
passing and log-structured storage. FlatStore [7] also employs a
hybrid design based on record batching and cross-core stealing
from RDMA-connected request buffers. As RStore and FlatStore are
designed as a KVS server, their core design decisions are tightly
coupled to networking, include controlling their own threads, and
reducing network overhead through user-space networking. Viper’s
design as an embedded KVS is significantly different, as it does not

require any network interaction and more importantly, it does
not control its own threads. HiKV [53] proposes a hybrid index
for a KVS, where a hash index is stored in PMem and a B-Tree
is located in DRAM for efficient range queries. However, as only
the B-Tree is located in DRAM, all point queries are performed
on PMem essentially making it a PMem-only KVS compared to
Viper. LibreKV [27] also builds a hybrid index where data is initially
inserted into a DRAM-based hash map and later merged into a
PMem-based hash map once it reaches a certain filling degree.
However, LibreKV does not offer consistency as all data in DRAM
is lost during a crash. NVLevel [29] is an LSM tree-based KVS that
uses multiple PMem-based memtables and compacts these into
SSTables on disk once they are full. NVLevel uses disk as its storage
medium, thus being limited similarly to other disk-based KVSs. In
Viper, we propose PMem-specific access patterns for real hardware
to efficiently store and retrieve data directly in and from PMem.
PMem Data Structures. Several (hybrid) PMem data structures have been proposed that introduce concepts used in Viper.
Dash [30], NVTree [55], and FPTree [40] use a lock-per-node approach in their hash map and B-Tree structures, which we leverage
in our VPages. Various work has focused on the advantages of using
a hybrid DRAM-PMem approach [6, 28, 40, 49, 57], from which we
derive our hybrid index-storage model. Lersch et al. [23] show that
in-place updates are preferred over copy-on-write for PMem and
that fingerprinting is an effective mean to reduce PMem lookups.
PMem Programming. Yang et al. [54], Izraelevitz et al. [20],
and van Renen et al. [50] show how access patterns affect the
performance of PMem, which we rely on in Viper. PMDK [42] is
the de-facto standard toolkit to interact with persistent memory.
We make use of its low-level methods in our implementation.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present Viper, a hybrid PMem-DRAM key-value
store that leverages PMem-specific access patterns to efficiently
store and retrieve data while providing full data persistence. We
propose three key design choices for hybrid PMem-DRAM systems based on efficient PMem access patterns for real hardware, direct PMem-writes, uniform thread-to-DIMM distribution, and DIMMaligned storage segments. We also discuss how to implement core
KVS operations in such a system with regard to correct persistence guarantees. Our evaluation shows the efficiency of our design
choices, as Viper significantly outperforms existing PMem-only,
hybrid, and disk-based KVSs by 4–18x for write workloads, while
matching or surpassing their get performance. In future work, we
plan to investigate alternative index designs and as PMem shows
similar performance characteristics to DRAM for certain access,
we want to investigate moving parts of the index to PMem. With
Viper, we provide a foundation for future work on PMem-aware
storage systems and hybrid PMem-DRAM designs based on real
PMem hardware characteristics.
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